ABSTRACT
(1 -a ,)P|(l " Vj)'' j ' ' Thus (T.P). Is just the posterior probability that the object is In box j given that a search of I has not uncovered It. We shall say that the process is In state P at time t if P denotes the posterior probability vector at time t.
In order to show the existence of an optimal strategy let R ■ max R. and The above argument also shows that there is no additional generality gained in assuming that a penalty cost c is incurred when the searcher stops without finding the object, as this process would just be equivalent to the original one with rewards R. + c instead of R.. 
k.

Counter-Examples
Consider the following three conjectures:
1. If c. > R. then an optimal strategy will never search box I.
2.
If an optimal strategy doesn't stop at P then It searches a box with maximal a.p./c.. Thus none of the conjectures need be true. We will later show, however, that In a special case (R. = R) conjectures I and 2 are In fact true.
Main Theorems
For any strategy 6 let (i, j, 6) be the strategy which first searches i then j and then follows strategy 6.
We shall need the following Lemma 5.1: For any strategy 6 such that f(P,6) < • f(P,(i.J,6)) > f(P,(j.i,6))
Not at ion; Foranypolicy6= (6., ..., 6 ) andt<_s, let
is just the posterior probability vector given that 6 is employed and the item has not baen found after t searches. However this is clearly 0 ' ' equivalent to having Zp.
• I and having a box with an overlook probability of one.
16
lie showed that if c. ^ I then the optimal strategy either searches the box with maximal a.p./c. or else stops. However, as was previously pointed out, this problem is equivalent to the one we've considered with R. = C.
Thus Theorem ^.k may be considered as an extension of Chew's result to non-constant costs and to general overlook probabilities.
Aj3£roxj mat i o ns to Opt imal Strategy
In this section we suppose that R. = R, and exhibit a sequence of strategies which converge to an optimal strategy. Let 6 = (6., ..., 6 ) be an optimal strategy which either when in state The result follows immediately.
Q.E.D,
